
Sensory Moon
Walks #269

3-5 years MultiageAGE GROUP 6-12 years

WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?
Pour sand into a shallow tub or deep tray. Smooth out the surface.

Add pebbles and set up figurines and cars or other materials you are using to invite

‘play on the moon’.

Add some pictures of the moon around your sensory tray or tub or bury a few of the

moon's surface underneath the sand for children to find.

Show children how to make ‘footsteps’ and tyre tracks in the surface - I wonder

what marks are left on the moon today?

Drop stones into the sand like asteroids and examine the different ‘craters’ they

leave on the surface. See if children can find real craters on the printed images.Step

back and let children just have fun with their senses - there is no right or wrong way

to play with a sensory tray!

For younger toddlers just spread a little sand out on a tray and add a few cars for

them to drive through and make patterns. Supervise closely so kinetic sand isn’t

going into mouths.
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EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
Watch some videos together of the moon landing. Can they see the

astronaut’s footprints?

Set out playdough with materials that will leave imprints and patterns in

the dough surface to explore.
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